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1. ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a next-generation architectural pattern for university information systems, 
consisting of a unified user experience, shared services in the Cloud, and analytical insights from Big 

Data.  

Information technology has bridged the gaps of time and distance and created an interconnected world 
where knowledge creation and sharing are multi-directional. This enables collaborative learning and 
research opportunities that are in stark contrast to the traditional unidirectional approach, where 
knowledge is obtained at specific places and times. There are also new challenges such as managing 
social media interactions and the voluminous data generated. 

For a university to have effective and competitive information system architectures, three 

characteristics that are very important: a Unified Experience, Shared Services and Analytical Insights. 

In this paper, we present technology solutions and implementation strategies for these three aspects 
of IT architecture for HE. Firstly, how an Enterprise Portal such as SharePoint or Liferay provides a 
unified front-end and becomes the chief aggregator of services for students, faculty, alumni and 
prospective employers. Secondly, we present how shared services such as admissions, student services, 
research, finance and administration can be hosted as a Service Oriented Architecture in the Cloud to 
reduce costs, enable vast, on-demand capacity and enhance business agility. Thirdly, we describe the 
unprecedented challenges & opportunities of Big Data for universities, the new frontiers of text 
analytics and data-driven science they need to cross, and the new data management capabilities they 
need to evolve, such as Early Content Analysis, Multi-pass Processing, Visualisation and Predictive 

Analytics.  

However, implementing and managing effective solutions is not trivial. As a pre-requisite, institutions 
need to map out their needs, assets and other information systems and maintain a roadmap towards 
a long-term vision. We conclude by presenting a broadly applicable framework that institutions can 
use to jump-start an Enterprise Architecture Programme that is appropriate for their needs and 
provides self-sustaining and optimised advancement towards their long-term vision. 

2. TRENDS IN EDUCATION 

The impact of Collaborative and Social Computing on academic learning and research has resulted in 
a fast-evolving education landscape. Universities are developing a broader engagement with students 
across entire student journey, which makes personalization and usability more important than ever. 
Aggregated and specialized services and views are required for student retention, prospective 
employers, alumni, researchers, etc. In recent times, there has also been a significant increase in 
funding pressures, which increases the need for efficiency and accountability for learning outcomes. 
That also results in the need for standardized workflows, cost-effective shared services and 

transparency in information sharing.  
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Figure 1 

2.1. Broader Student Engagement 

Universities often face many problems and high costs because the entire student journey, from 
applicant to alumni, is not well integrated. For example, the information of an individual may be 
accepted and stored multiple times, and may have inconsistencies. Further, if the user experience in 
these interactions is not engaging, opportunities to capture and analyze the data are lost and there 
will be an increase in abandoned applications, dropouts and poor academic outcomes. There are four 
key aspects of student engagement that need to be integrated and managed: 

 Recruitment – improve all interactions for conversion of enquiries to actual registration 

 Retention – track engagement and performance to retain and improve learning outcomes 

 Employment – assistance with getting employment, which is an important success criteria 

 Re-engagement – how to engage alumni for helping students, attending events, donations, etc. 

Due to this, universities increased their focus on a smooth and unified student experience, where the 
students can access all their information from a single source in a secure manner, and through multiple 
channels like portals and mobile devices. Ideally, this information is highly personalized according to 
the circumstances and context of the student, and does not require the student to have anything 
except the necessary proof of identity. The information presented includes courses, messages, scores, 
schedules, connections, etc. The students are able to collaborate online through this interface, and 
data is integrated from various sources such as Student Record System, Timetabling, Library and 

Finance.  

2.2. Intelligent Administration 

These days, universities face an onslaught of information from various sources. Due to this, university 
administrations need to do much more than just ‘keeping the lights on’. They need to be much more 
responsive and use that information to mitigate various types of risks and make continuous 
improvements in their operations. For example, a student may use his phone to locate a seminar room, 
download course material onto his phone during the seminar, post some inappropriate content on his 
university blog, inadvertently upload a virus onto the network, and leave an hour later. Somehow, the 
university is supposed to respond to this effectively and fast! Some of the key areas of challenge and 
opportunity are: 

 Social Media – unstructured information like blogs needs to be monitored and mined 
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 Mobility and BYOD – Bring Your Own Device empowers users but also poses security risks 

 Workflows – learning and research management workflows are being standardized 

 Agility and Efficiency – funding and competitive pressures demand higher performance levels 

 

3. INFORMATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES FOR NEXT GENERATION UNIVERSITIES 

For a university to have effective and competitive information system architectures, three 

characteristics that are very important:  

 

Figure 2 

3.1.  Unified Experience – Enterprise Portals 

In order to provide a smooth and seamless user experience, a unified front-end is required for the 
shared services. This includes a consistent way to organize and manage users, groups, sites, pages, 
content, privileges, etc.  

Enterprise Portals such as SharePoint and Liferay are a natural fit for this need. An Enterprise Portal 
becomes the chief aggregator of services and provides a rich online channel for students, faculty, 
alumni and prospective employers. The portal itself can also be hosted in the Cloud, with a multi-
tenancy architecture for greater cost savings and easier management, offering common portal 
infrastructure services for managing content, users and personalization, within or even across 

institutions. 
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Figure 3 

 

3.2. Shared Services – Cloud Deployments 

Higher Education Institutions are increasingly using the Cloud as an alternative to on-premise data 
centers. Cloud services are easier and are more affordable to implement and change. They also offer 
an unprecedented level of standardization and reuse through configuration and composition for the 
specific needs each institution, instead of re-development or customization. SOA initiatives have 
facilitated this move to shared services in the Cloud. Enterprise Portals can be a façade over the Cloud 
services. 
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Cloud architectures provide dynamically scalable and often virtualized resources as a service over the 
Internet. Higher Education Institutions can use such shared services for providing student services, 
research, finance, administration and other business functions through secure integration of their data 

and any legacy systems/services in the Cloud environment.  

 

Figure 5 

 Having the services hosted in the Cloud optimizes resource usage across large resource pools, making 
computing resources more affordable and enabling vast, on-demand capacity. The underlying Service 
Oriented Architectures provide Software as a Service (SaaS), and the Cloud deployment provides the 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). This greatly simplifies implementation and change of the shared 

business services. 

3.3. Analytical Insights – Big Data Analytics 

Collaborative and Social Computing are creating increasing amounts of structured and unstructured 
content. Educational institutions need to correlate large amounts of content created by students, 
applicants, faculty, researchers, etc. This Big Data presents unprecedented challenges & opportunities 
– it opens up new frontiers in text-analytics and data-driven science. For example, students at risk of 
dropping out can be identified by analytics that evaluate a combination of factors such as grades, 

attendance and participation. Typical insights universities can get from Big Data Analytics include. 

 Student success such as enrollment and graduation rates 

 Faculty performance, research performance and overall financial performance 

 Predictive analytics – “at risk” students and programs 

Data governance is also coming of age in 2013-2015, including policies for capture, processing, 
retention & archival. Handling big data is changing from a specialized need to a common information 
management strategy. We can take lessons from data processing models such as electronic discovery 
in order to handle Big Data. The Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) depicted is one such 

model that organizes the data lifecycle. 

 

Source: edrm.net 
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From such traditional models, and newer strategies to manage Big Data, we can utilize many techniqes 
that apply well to handling large amounts of academic data, including social media information. Some 
of these techniques are: 

 Multi-pass approaches can help segment and qualify data for selective handling 

 Early Content Analysis techniques for reducing input data sets from instutional systems 

 Visualization is key to fast, interactive analysis 

 Parallel & pipelined I/O are required to keep up with the processing power 

 Predictive coding & analytics can better leverage computing power for data from student 

social intractions 

 Combination of manual & automated review of multi-pass processing may yield best results 

4. GETTING REAL RESULTS 

4.1. Understand Your Needs 

Collaborative work patterns, shared services and large amounts of data offer tremendous opportunities 
as well as challenges. The educational and research institutions that will fare well will be those that 
have taken timely and incremental steps to upgrade their IT and operating models by adopting Service 
Oriented Architectures (SOA), open standards and Cloud-based platforms. A pre-requisite or first step 
is to have a clear understanding of their current state and a vision of their long-term target state. 
There may be many ways to achieve this, but a consistent, manageable and measurable approach is 
critical to success. Such an approach will typically fall under the umbrella of Enterprise Architecture 
(EA) initiatives. The easiest way to jump-start an Enterprise Architecture program is to perform an ‘EA 

Assessment’, customized for Higher Education. 

4.2. Leverage Technology Enablers 

Technology enablers such as Cloud Architectures, Enterprise Portals and Big Data Analytics provide the 
necessary toolset for achieving the ‘next generation’ vision for university information systems. There 
are numerous products and services in the market, and universities have their own legacies. In this 
complex environment, the key is to map all the elements to a simple architectural pattern, such as 

the one presented. 

4.3. Have a Roadmap 

It is not enough to have a vision and a technology strategy and toolset. Realization of the vision 
depends upon successful execution. Adoption and use of technology enablers requires careful planning 
and agile execution. Even the best laid plans need to react to change, so the planning and execution 
should be viewed as a roadmap where detours and course-correction may be necessary to overcome 

obstacles, but certain milestones must be achieved and the destination must always be kept in mind. 

Practically, this translates into continuously maintaining an organizational roadmap, typically in the 
form of short-term, mid-term and long-term objectives, with associated plans. The objectives and 
plans should be periodically aligned. This can be done as part of an Enterprise Architecture program. 
However, good judgment is critical to ensure just-enough planning and making sure that the analysis 

and planning is distributed across execution cycles in order to maintain agility in the execution. 

  



 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Trends such as Collaborative and Social Computing are changing the education landscape. Students, 
faculty and researchers need and expect a unified experience, seamlessly integrating all the 
information systems behind the scenes and responding to changes in a fast, effective and economical 

manner.  

Technology offers solutions for these needs – a unified experience in the form of an enterprise portal, 
agile business capabilities in the form of shared Cloud services and the ability to correlate and analyze 
copious amounts of information in the form of Big Data technologies. However, implementing and 
managing effective solutions is not trivial. As a pre-requisite, institutions need to map out their needs, 
assets and other information systems and maintain a roadmap towards a long-term vision. 
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